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Assault of the Paramours: Mixed Marriages Can Have No Soul Rapport; Principles on Corporate Marriage: Why Marrying an Unbeliever Destroys It’s Testimony

		28.	The apostles’ warning about false teachers causing divisions in the local church applies to unbelievers coming into a marriage with a believer and causing discord in the household.
		29.	The reason is that it is a mixed marriage: oxen cannot be harmoniously united with donkeys.  The ox will make decisions based on principles of integrity while the donkey will make decisions based on expediency.
		30.	The ox will look to God as the Source of all provisions and happiness while the donkey will look to himself, others, or government as the source of all provisions and happiness.
		31.	During crises the ox will stand fast, dependent through faith on the grace of God.  The unbeliever donkey will panic and seek to blame others, assume guilt, or accuse God.
		32.	Thus there can be no meaningful rapport in marriage between a believer and an unbeliever.  The unbeliever is dichotomous and is spiritually brain dead, separated from God, and an enemy of the cross of Christ.
		33.	This is why it is impossible for a believer and unbeliever to attain the status of rapport in marriage.  Even believers will have a tough time of it if they are not spiritually advanced or if one is more mature spiritually than the other.  This is especially true if the one more spiritually advanced is the woman.
	Principles on the Corporate Marriage of Believers:
The divine institution of marriage is a relationship between two people: one man and one woman.
No category of human relationship among believers, especially marriage, can achieve harmonious rapport if the ones involved do not first of all have a proper relationship with God.
Consequently, no marriage can attain the rarified atmosphere of marital bliss intended by God if both the man and the woman do not have a right relationship with Him.
Marriage is a problem-manufacturing machine.  Each person enters the union with his or her own set of issues.
After the ceremony each one inherits and possesses all of the problems of the other.
Further, all problems which emerge following the marriage must be faced by both parties.
If a circumstance occurs that presents a number of problems, the believer may be able to handle it through biblical problem-solving devices without a second thought.
But a non-Christian spouse would experience reactor factors that include fear, worry, panic, human viewpoint, evil, confusion, instability, and trauma.
When this happens to the husband, who is spiritual head of the household, then the woman’s spiritual solutions are neutralized and the relationship between her and God is endangered.
It is extremely difficult for a Christian woman to evangelize her non-Christian husband.  First of all, her relationship with God is flawed due to the fact she ignored His mandate to not become unequally bound to a donkey.
The unbeliever-husband is going to rationalize that if salvation was not a big deal before they were married it isn’t one now that they are.
He was never given a reason before marriage to give the Gospel serious consideration because it was either never discussed or never emphasized.  Why make an issue out of something after marriage that was not considered important before?
Under freedom of volition, there is no guarantee that any unbeliever will ever believe in Christ for salvation.  Every person has a right to say no.
To marry an unbeliever under the delusion that, once married, he can be more easily led to the Lord is an unrealistic expectation in the light of the principle that he has a right to say no!
If up to the point of marriage the Holy Spirit has not been able to lead him to an effectual understanding of the Gospel then it is arrogant to assume that it would be so easily accomplished after marriage.
It is the Holy Spirit that saves a person.  But His power is neutralized by human volition which is free to say no to the Gospel.
In recognition of this principle, God in His wisdom has ordered the believer in Jesus Christ to never marry an unbeliever.
People are no better in marriage than they are as people.  People are never the same after marriage.  They either become better or worse.  If a believer marries an unbeliever, the odds are overwhelmingly in favor of the former compromising biblical standards rather than the latter subscribing to them.
Neither man nor woman invented marriage.  God did!  He also invented the rules under which it works.  If the rules are not followed the marriage will fail.
The emotionalism which occurs in the Attraction Stage, if not governed by biblical standards, will blind a woman’s eyes to the rules.  For too many, it is easier to get married rather than to learn the rules much less obey the rules.
God has made available a phenomenal life for every young lady who is a believer.  His perfect plan does not include a lifetime with an enemy of the cross of Christ.  He has far better things in mind.
	But, because of starry-eyed sentimentalism, young doctrinal damsels buck the system and get married for all the wrong reasons.  Here are a few which are well documented by too many of today’s marriages:
	An unhappy home life.
A wave of libido.  (If you have to use a condom, you are not compatible.)
Peer pressure.
Emotionalism.
A frantic search for happiness.
Unrealistic expectations.
	Easy money.
	Emotionalism is one of the worst of this lot and is often the bane of young ladies who become enraptured in the Attraction Stage.  Emotions however, are irrational; they have no doctrinal content, no ability to reason, apply doctrine, or execute common sense.


